
Nursing Best Practice Guideline

SCORECARD
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A - H . U "IT STIMULATES ME"

Stimulation Total
With a high score here, you feel that smoking gives you energy, keeps you
going. So. th.ink about alternatives that give fou .n.rgy, ,r.f, ur;;;;,;;-
your face, brisk walking and jogging.
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Handling tbtal

" I  WANT SOMETHING IN MY HAND"
There are a lot of things you can do with your hands without lighting up.
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with a pencil, knittins or set a "dummy" cisarette you can
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Pleasure/Relaxation Total

" IT  FEELS GOOD"

I 
rriotr score means that you get a rot of physicar preasure out of smoking.

Various forms of exercise can be effective arternatives. peopre in this
category may be helped by the use of nicotine chewing pieces or a
I ilgll l: t::l:qgf Tl f-:!.h if m ed i ca I ty i nd icated
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Crutchllension iotat

" IT'5 A CRUTCH"
Finding cigarettes to be comforting in moments of stress can make
stopping tough, but there are many better ways to deal with stress. Learn
to use relaxation breathing or another technique for deep reraxation
instead. People in this category may be helped by the use of nicotine

:l.y'lg_q,*::es or a nicotine transdermal patch if medically indicated.
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Craving Addiction Total

: 'M l:oKED"In addition to having a psychological dependency to smoking, you may
also be physically addicted to nicotine. lts a hard addiction to break, but it
can be done. People in this category are the ones most rikery to benefit
from the use of nicotine chewing pieces or a nicotine transiermar patch if
medical ly indicated.
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Habit Total

" IT 'S PART OF MY ROUTINE"
lf cigarettes are merely part of your routine, one key to success is beinq
awa,re of every cigarette you smoke. Keeping a diary or writing down
every-crgarette on the inside of your cigarette pack is a good way to do it.

G -  IT I -T-  " I 'M A SOCIAL SMoKER.
You smoke in social situations, when people around you are smoking and

social Smoker Total - when you are offered I nr",i"r , ,, ,i l loonuna for you to remind others
that you are a non-smoker. You may want to change your social habits to
avoid the ,,triggers,, which may lead to smoking again.

Source: Health Canada (1997). Helping pregnant and postpartum women and therr families to quit or reduce
smoking Reproduced with permission of the Ministry of public works and Government services Canada.


